
FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS

People must know that we have the fundamental right to life, liberty, property and a
stable monetary supply. The preceding qualities define the industrial, developed and/or
financial nations.The true free market is the best economic system for producing wealth
and eliminating poverty and homelessness. The results are better than any other
economic system. The nation produces enough wealth so that most people have their
material needs met. The fortunate ones have time to enjoy the beauty of God’s creation
and the benefits of living in the modern age. Pursuing happiness takes less work than
the other types of nations.

God gave us life. Nothing greater exists. We exist to glorify God with it and to share it
with others. All lives are important. The authorities lead by example. People are to
respect the lives of others. No life is to be taken except if the public policy allows for it
and then taken only by the proper authorities. Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights reads: “Everyone has the right to life, liberty, and security of person.''

Liberty is a gift from our Creator and it is what makes us human. We are created in
God’s image and we must use our freedom to learn His ways. The authorities punish
those who abuse their liberty by violating God and others. The punishment must fit the
degree of the crime. The law for punishing them depends on the proper public policy.
The people can be trusted to define it. All governments issue a driver’s license based on
one's ability to properly drive. A passport is issued based on the universal religion to
treat others as one wants to be treated. Article 1 of the Universal Declaration reads: ”All
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.”
One must obey the laws and customs of other nations.

The right to own property enables a high standard of living. Protecting this right is an
essential public policy. Article 17 of the Universal Declaration reads: “1) Everyone has
the right to own property alone as well as in association with others. 2) No one shall be
arbitrarily deprived of [her or] his property.” Wealth is created when property rights are
secured and defined. It has no value if the authorities do not recognize the owner. The
nations need to develop a system and place to secure one’s property, like titles and
deeds. Courthouses store records of property. Here are a few categories of zoning land:
residential, commercial, residential and commercial, industrial and park. To classify an
area as acceptable for homeless people does not address the issue. Homelessness,



drug addiction, poverty and recessions indicate the authorities are not qualified in
fulfilling their responsibility.

The money supply is a very significant aspect of determining the standard of living of a
nation and the value of the wealth in it. The people must know how much money is in
circulation. Too many people and economists do not understand the benefits of
deflation, which is the opposite of inflation. The argument is it slows down the economy
and causes the economy to come to a halt, but this is a misunderstanding of the
purpose of the FED and why it was created. After the private institution was created the
Great Depression happened. The masters caused the economic collapse. The insiders
sold their stock before the crash happened. If the FED was to bring economic stability,
then why did the economy fail? Another argument against deflation is that people will
hold on to their money to buy goods later, but everyone faces the day with the need to
eat and with the desire to pursue happiness, so how will it be met? An economy with
slight deflation or price stability will mean tomorrow's material happiness will cost less or
be the same. Furthermore, saving and investing money is as important as spending it.
Saving money to pay cash for a house is a good investment and can cost less in the
future. Inflation is beneficial if one owns a house and wants the value of it to increase
but so does the cost of other goods and services. Deflation is a better public policy goal
than inflation.

A modern declaration of freedom needs to be read: Hopefully the authorities will
uphold the people’s right to life, liberty, property and a stable money supply.
Unfortunately, the money interests have a significant control over the nations. The
phrase ‘follow the money trail’ deserves more political study than what is taught.
Success tends to come from who one knows rather than what one knows. A saying is:
one can not fight city hall but if one has contacts then one can buy them off. The
economic leaders do more for society than do the politicians. A productive business
provides a good or service, but the government takes and transfers wealth. The media
has their spin on events. A timely and appropriate media story can improve the world
more than another meaningless law passed by the government. The phrase We the
People never became a reality because the masters did not allow it.
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